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"ounterfeit money passed at Tiger's Grocery
newspaper."
The incident was filed
with Public Safety Officer
On Saturday, Feb. 13, ten David Lopez. Lopez was not
ollars in counterfeit curren- available for comment. Jerry
was passed at Tiger's Houston, assistant director
of Public Safety provided
rocery.
At first 1 didn't realize it brief information on the
as a counterfeit," said crime.
"The crime was video
ssistant Store Manager
taped,"
stated Houston.
y Jobe. "We are now
; precautions when we "However, with the individ
higher bills. This not ual still at large, the case is
y hurts the store, but it still pending." The counter
ikes it that much harder to feit bill was confiscated by
t people when they come Public Safety.
At this point in time, it is
The counterfeit bill was not known whether or not
to store clerk Josh this federal offense was com
mitted by a student, staff or
belein.
"The paper did not react faculty member.
"Unless it was a student
ith the bill-testing pens,"
imed Gebelein. "Also, it or someone we can identify,
a shoddy job, and any- finding this person will not
ne who knows that laserjets be an easy task," said
using micro-dots make Houston. "The case, though,
paper look more like a is still under investigation."
X ZAMANSKY
Editor

Christy Rees, a junior, counts down the register at ASUOP's Tiger's Grocery.

ent on Pershing Ave. causes delays and detours
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer

on Pershing Ave. last Thursday that closed down an entire section of the street

Today

Showers
Hi: 62 Low: 44

Friday

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 65 Low: 44

Last Thursday, Pershing
Avenue was temporarily shut
down due to an automobile
accident. This caused consider
able traffic delays and power
outages in the immediate area.
At approximately 12:50 in
the afternoon, a blue Chevy
Truck lost control heading
toward Pershing Avenue from
River Road striking head-on
into a utility pole. Police
response was almost immedi
ate. The Stockton P.D. arrived
minutes after die accident at
12:58 p.m.
The driver was not intoxicat
ed. Early indications pointed to

Saturday

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 67 Low: 44

Sunday

£

Mostly Cloudy
Hi: 67 Low: 49

the accident being caused by
bad road conditions. Rain was
a major influence in the acci
dent.
The driver was traasported
to the hospital via ambulance
When the truck collided with
the pole, the pole broke in two
places, at the center and
towards the top, causing tele
phone wires to slump across
Pershing Avenue. Two other
vehicles were hit by slumping
power lines from the broken
pole.
Poor road conditions caused
a delay in the repair effort
resulting in River Road's dosure overnight. Pershing war.
re-opened several hours after

See Accident, page S

Todw ffl History
1964 - Cassius Clay knocks
out Sonny Liston for the
Heavyweight Chamionship
in Miami, Florida.
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College Headlines
Prairie dog plague hits Colorado
Rocky Mountain Collegian

I

Medieval Europe and a prairie dog
colony in southeast
Fort Collins have something in com
mon. Both have been ravaged by the plague. The Larimer
County Department of Health and Environment has con
firmed that rodents, found recently in a natural area owned
by the city of Fort Collins, died of plague. Reportedly, no
humans have been diagnosed or contaminated.
The "die-off" area is in the northwest corner of the prop
erty located east of College Avenue, north of County Road 32
and bordered to the south by Lemay Avenue near Robert
Benson Lake, county officials said. Residents of surrounding
subdivisions are asked to keep themselves and their pets
outof the area to reduce the threat of transmission. The 30acre parcel is now devoid of prairie dogs. Other colonies
nearby are still heavilypopulated with the rodents, said Ann
Watson, health education program supervisor for Larimer
County. "There was no activity in the colony," Watson said.
Health officials confirmed the presence of the plague after
they noticed a die-off. Centers for Disease Control confirmed
the virus Tuesday, after tests were done on a dead prairie
dog and the fleas it contained, she said. Though the plague
area has been quarantined and hopefully contained, Watson
recommended using insect repellent containing DEET while
outdoors. Also, protect pets with a flea powder to keep them
safe, she said. Watson recommends people stay out of areas
marked as plague areas because the fleas may still be alive.
"Avoid contact with sick or dead rodents," Watson said.
Oklahoma State U. engineers build
concrete canoe
Daily CCollegian
Civil engineering students are using their free time to
tackle a seemingly impossible task building a concrete canoe. "It can be done," said Justin
Lawson, civil engineering graduate student and concrete
canoe project manager. "Concrete is made up of gravel,
sand and stones. We replace the gravel with a lighter-weight
material," Lawson said.
The process of building a concrete canoe takes a lot of
mental and physical work, Lawson said. It involves making
a mold and a fiberglass canoe to practice with. After the
mold is finished, the concrete canoe is constructed. The con
crete canoe takes four weeks to cure and then is placed in a
humidity tent.
"It's a lot of work for an extracurricular activity," he said.
We have been making the plans for this year's canoe since
last year s nationals, and we have been working on the
actual construction since October." The students are prepar
ing for April's regional competition, which consists of
developing new concrete mixes, concrete reinforcement
schemes, a faster canoe shape and improved racing tech
niques.
More than 200 schools participate in various regional
competitions nationwide. The winners from each region
compete in the national competition. OSU's concrete canoe
team swept the regional competition last year by accumu
lating 147 5 out of 150 points. The team went on to the
national competition and ranked sixth place overall, Lawson
said.
Lawson said. "We really appreciate the help that has
come from the faculty."
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The Pacificav

Public Safety Report
February 11, 1999 - February 17, 1999
PREPARED BY JERRY L HOUSTON

Vandalism
Where
Parking Lot #7

When
Feb 16

Burglary
Where
Pharmacy School

Feb 15

Theft
Where
Omega Phi Alpha
Omega Phi Alpha
Baun Hall
Psychology Dept.

When
Feb 13
Feb 13
Feb 16
Feb 16

Miscellaneous
Whsifi
Pacific & Stadium Dr.
Lot #12 (Cowell Health)
Parking Lot #7

When
Feb 11
Feb 13
Feb 14

ASUOP Grocery
Parking Lot #6

Feb 15
Feb 16

What
Window broken on
parked vehicle
Whai
No loss.
Subject arrested.
:

Leather jacket /ID/keys
Keys & jacket
Purse
Laptop computer

What
Battery
Attempt auto theft
Subject arrested for
J!
tampering with vehicle and
• ofr a gun
possession
Counterfeit $10 received
Mutual battery
(male-female)

Did you know?

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 100 hours of foot patrol, found 14
open windows/doors, provided 4 escorts, assisted 7 stranded motorists and contacted 29 suspi
cious persons. If you have any inquiries about any of the information in this report, you are encour
aged to contact Jerry Houston, associate director of Public Safety at 946-2537.

WR STUBEHTS I?
CI+V»=C

OKI>MA+\xi.ooft PUA$MASCA$M Coi

In the fight against a worldwide plasma shortage,
Alpha Therapeutic in Stockton is here to meet the
demand. Your lifesaving blood plasma can
ensure that products are available to hospitals and
medical facilities around the world. By donating
with Alpha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.00/month
or more by using our buddy referral system.
rarrfeV*

receivea 3 $5.00 bonus on your first
(You must qualify to donate.)
Alpha Therapeutic
Plasma Donation Center
429 E. March Ln. #F
Stockton. CA 95204
(209) 477-8632

Open^ouse!!
allow 2 1/2 hours for first donation

Center Hours.
Mon-Fri 8:00-4:00
New Donors Accepted.
Mon-Fri 8:00-2:00

/
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uality education is a priority for California
X ZAMANSKY
s Editor

School of Education
ved a special visit Feb.
when Dr. Sam Swofford,
^utive director for the
litornia Commission on
-hing Credential, came to
k.
The lecture focused on the
for teachers in the near
, as well as what is to
expected when these new
-hers join the work force,
wofford cited that with
growing number of stu
nts each year combined
the likelihood that class
will be shrinking
m, "in ten years there
to be 300,000 more
ers coming into the
,1s."
Currently,
there
are
000
teachers
in
~rnia, and an additional
join a year.
Swofford contends that
ifornia's governor, Gray
vis, "has made education
most important issue in
state."
"Whereas the emphasis
or seven years ago was
on campus," said
offord, "the issue has
become the degree of

m the Pacifican

quality in the classroom.
And anything less than
excellence is not accept
able." Swofford also men
tioned that mathematics, sci
ence, and reading will con
tinue to be the major focuses
of learning in the classroom.
Moreover, he addressed
the issue of salaries for
teachers. "Will there be
salary raises if there is a
shortage in teachers?" was
one of the questions posed
to Swofford.
"Obviously we have to be
realistic,"
explained
Swofford. "We can't pay all
the new teachers more
money because there is sim
ply not enough money in the
budget. For their work,
though, teachers should be
making as much as other
high professionals. But for
now it is just not possible."
Another area that raised
concern from the audience
was if there "were to be an
entry exam for teachers."
Swofford explained that
"such an exam would mere
ly validate whether or not
one can apply his or her
knowledge in the class
room." Further, the exam
would be similar to "an
assessment of the candidate;

1

(left to right) Kelly Mahoney, Michelle Wong pictured with Winter Speaker l)r. Sam Swofford.

to articulate what the
teacher knows."
The lecture was put on by
S.E.S.A./A.S.C.D. (School of
Education
Students'
Association/Association for
Supervision
and
Curriculum Development).
General meetings are held
every Thursday during the
Pacific Hour at noon in
room 108 in Benerd School
of Education.

•iips

-

,e Past few weeks
have been circulating
the University would
m 4-year-old McGeorge
lege
of
Law
in
According to
"haber< assistant to the
at McCeorge "there ;®SOn why this mer,
I _not take place.
. orge is operated
evening classes ar
at
• tor -'vmugaasses
^' At it has amassed
:".h
ve record accord' ^er^ is an area with
800
attorneys,
"VW/1UCJ
o.
&e graduates passed
s

_

the
California
Bar
Examination at a rate only
surpassed by the Cal schools
and Stanford. It ranks fifth in
the state bar ratings.
Whether or not Pacific
aquires McGeorge,
the
school will open for day
classes next year and begin
to offer the J.D. degree (Dr. of
Jurisprudence) to all stu
dents with an A.B.
Schaber stated that the
scnooi
school wouia
would discuss
aiscuss rne
the
merger at the next board
meeting, later this month.
Pacific will also discuss the
merger at the end of the
month Regents wxvvw
meeting.
UtCHUil
The merger would pro

vide "protection and an
umbrella for McGeorge
financially," said Schaber. "It
will also provide Pacific with
another professional school."
The school will be quite sim
ilar to what it is today. The
plant will be moderately
enlarged but it will not move
from it present location. The
status of the law school if
Pacific acquires it will be
much the same as Physicians
and Surgeons in San
Francisco.
Schaber said that an
announcement would be
made by the first of
November if the school will
merge.

1
I

I > R H S 1:N TS

October
archives
21. 1966

cGeorqe School of Law
o merge with UOP?
P ACIFICAN

J

RENT
THE MUSICAL
DATe: M3RCH 6
cost: $45 (rcKer & TRaNSPOi^rariON)
TH

BUY YOUR TicKer TOPBY IN rue ASUOP owe
Que5riON5CaUT3SHa@ 946-2233.
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Technology and tuition on the rise for 2000
CAROL WHITE
Staff Writer

According to Provost
Phillip Gilbertson, and CIO
Lynn Kubek, there are many
projects in the works to
update UOP in order to
start the new millenium
competitively.
These projects include
increasing wiring through
out the school, expanding
central services and library
databases, creating interac
tive video access for all
Pacific campuses, redesign
ing our web sight and
increasing security systems
for our new networks. As of
now, the networking to con
nect our Ethernet to the out
side world is being complet
ed.
Another current focus is
on a notebook (laptop) com
puter program that may be
piloted by the School of

Pharmacy, Dentistry and
SIS next semester. This
would entail students leas
ing a computer as a more
standardized approach to
make information more
accessible, efficient and
affordable. Teachers and
students would share the
same machines and soft
ware that would increase
communication
and
decrease frustration levels
while providing a new,
more efficient learning
style.
Telephones are also being
included in UOP's quest to
update the campus. The old
telephone switch needs to
be replaced. The new idea is
to have a school-wide
phone system where phone
service will be provided by
UOP. Instead of a phone
bill, students will pay a
slightly elevated charge for
housing. Where long dis

Kendra Park, an SIS sophomore, may be using her lap top in the classroomin the near fiitw.
tance is concerned, UOP
would be the provider
rather than a long distance
carrier, which would lower
overhead costs.

When asked about how
all of these projects were
being
funded,
Kubek
replied that "money was
being reallocated."

Come spend some time in Corporate America..
You are invited to join the SAFECO Corporate Tour on Thursday, March
4th, 1999 at our Northern California Regional Office in San Ramon. The day # i in
will begin at 1:00 p.m. with a tour of our facility. We'll spend time in each
of our departments in order for you to get an overview of what our
corporation is all about. This will be followed by a video and an afternoon
mixer with members of our management staff. We will also have speakers
from various departments discussing opportunities and challenges in the
insurance and financial services industry. The event will conclude by 3:00
p.m.

"So much is going
and so many aspects 1
yet to be adequa
addressed. We hope to I

See Technology, po

««•

before you graduate

Whether you are interested in a career after graduation or would like to learn
more about our internship program, this is an excellent opportunity for you.
SAFECO is one of the most consistently profitable diversified financial
services companies in America. Our family of companies provides property
and casualty insurance, surety, life insurance, annuities, real estate
investment and management, commercial credit, and asset management. Our
strength as a FORTUNE 500 company is a reflection of the quality of our
people.
Please contact your Career Development Center or the SAFECO Human
Resource Department at 925-277-8652 to sign-up for this event.
SAFECO it an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to employing a diverse work force
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acific's Math Department:
hat do the students think?
er, doesn't pertain to math. student's grade could easily
Listening
to various stu start dropping to dangerous
"iff Writer
dents talking, it's easy to levels after missing just a
he math department see that many enjoy their few classes.
^ at Pacific has been classes, and, for the most
Students that were spo
tder scrutiny this semes- part, it's because of their ken with agreed that each
An editorial written professors.
math class taken adequately
[her this semester in The
Dave Goulette, a comput prepared them for the fol
mean questioned the er engineering student, lowing class at a higher
ss and teaching of var- remarked, "Math is diffi level in the department.
math classes.
cult. Don't blame the pro
Wistaria Clark, an electri
tandom students on fessor right away."
cal engineering student,
ipus were asked quesHe also added that it said regarding the Ordinary
such as "are the pro- appears that the students Differential Equations class,
irs really teaching the who complain the most "Just because it's a higher
dents," and "do the pro- about the department are level class, doesn't necessar
isors grade fairly?" Many the ones who don't go to ily mean it's going to be
idents have said "yes," in class.
harder."
swering those questions.
"I'm a math grader," he
She said she thinks it's
Chris Hoffman, when said, "and there's 47 stu the same way for the calcu
ked what he thought of dents in one class and the lus classes. "People just get
e math classes he's taken most quizzes I ever get at a intimidated by the name of
w at Pacific, answered, "I time is around 30." In a the class."
;ed them."
class where a quiz is given
Hoffman's major, howev nearly every class period, a

llSTEN HUTMACHER

khnology
Minued from page 4

« students updated as
wgs progress," declared
iv°st Gilbertson. Most
dents are happy about
ific s efforts to increase
'nnology; however many
* questioning the fees
are quoted and the
pending tuition increase.
Vron Bogaard, a sopho0re communication major,
that,
"I'm all for
.1 .
_
'
J*'ng UOP a cutting edge
"Pus, but any fee placed

on top of tuition is simply
poor management of stu
dents' money."
Brian Hong, a junior
business major, commented
that, "Increasing student
tuition and applying fees to
cover advancements are not
fair ways to acquire funds.
The proposed costs by far
exceed the potential bene
fits."
Karen
Fernando,
a
sophomore computer sci
ence major, simply asked,
"Considering
0 how much we
already pay for school, why

Website

CaUison Hall may be rebuilt
a student coffeehouse
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Accident.

Continued from page 1

the accident. PG&E Crews
worked around the clock in
order to repair the broken
pole and allow the street to be

re-opened.
Stockton Police and UOP
Public Safety blockaded
Pershing Avenue. Stockton
PD directed traffic around
the closure.

NEEDCASH?
e-file your taxes
TODAY!
www.ftb.ca.gov
A
or

1-800-852-5711
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universities that we now
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EDITORIAL

Quote of the
Week
"That which
does not kill
me makes me
stronger."
|
fg|||

** H

— Friedrich
Nietzsche
'

^

SARAH CL<
INTERIM OPINION EDIT
OPINION@THEPACIRCW I(
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For student views on
the Editorial topic, see
Question of the Week
on page 7

Hazing does exist across the nation
Probably the most wide
spread lie told across the
nation, other than "I did not
have sexual relations with
that woman" is that there is
no hazing on college cam
puses. Hazing exists in one
form or another on every
college campus around the
nation, with no exceptions.
It doesn't matter what
campus you go to, except
maybe Dartmouth, but most
anyone, particularly Greeks,
will tell you that hazing
does not exist. This is a flatout lie.
Hazing may not be very
widespread on Pacific's
campus, but it does exist
here. Across the nation, haz
ing is used within the Greek
system, and ignored by
everyone else. If you don't
see something, does it really
exist? Here on Pacific's cam
pus the hazing is relatively
mild, but in some colleges it
can be deadly.
One instance would be

that died in the basement
after drinking under the
instruction of his "friends,"
and was then left unattend
ed to die. It is this hazing
that becomes very danger
ous, but hazing can also be
humiliating and harmful to
an individual's confidence
and1 mental
stability.
1.1
I

"What is the
point Ot making
9 Rlegal if
everyone IS
going tO iqnore

Business Staff
Advertising Manager

Brad Frai

Advertising Designer

Chris SI em

Account Representatives

Jamie Riil
Lindsay Cnm
Lynn Kobe

Asst. Business Mngr. Rgmandeep I
Distribution Manager

John Kiss*

Distribution Assistant

only their bras on.
lower the amount of alcohol
If this is not hazing, then they consume? The answer:
it is at least wrong and in it won't.
some cases a misdemeanor.
We all know there are
What is the point of making problems within the Greek
hazing illegal if everyone is system, but totally revamp
going to ignore it? The ing it or merely ignoring the
answer: there is no point.
problem will not solve any
The
policy
recently thing. What must be done is
announced at Dartmouth, to increase awareness
of
tivvaict IC33 U1
although it took
l noug h
these problems, so that they
gUtS' Was 3 SteP
are le*s likely to occur. If
rt£r8h
H n°
L
that
bad
at
in the wrong there
'
" someone
is actually
hazin
iC
d
exist ' Do not
direction.
For watching out to make sure
exist. Do not
"f .
those of you who that these problems are
believe anyone
haven't " heard, solved, there is much less of
who tells you
Dartmouth has a likelihood that they will
differently. Sure,
it?"
decided to make cause major conflicts.
r ait e r n i t y
^ — — the Greek system
All in all, hazing is just
pledges choose
coed. That is, fra the tip of the iceberg. If the
to sing outside of Grace ternities should accept
Greek system is going to
Covell at 3 a.m. in thirty- women, sororities should
improve, it needs to change
degree weather. Maybe accept men. The logic
some
of its policies. Drastic
these same bro's choose to behind these coed fraterni
changes like those at
run through the mud and ties is to help reduce alcohol
Dartmouth will more than
then storm residence halls abuse.
likely create greater prob
on campus. It is also feasible
This fuzzy logic can only
than
it
solves.
that certain sorority pledges be summed up by one ques lems
Redefining
the
current
sys
just choose to walk from tion, How? How is putting
tem
is
the
only
viable
their house through the men and women in the same
answer.
*
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Nikki Giovanni graces Pacific Question of the week
SARAH CLASS
Opinion Editor

COMPILED BY |OE DEVERA

Over 800 people showed
the Faye Spanos
up at
Concert Hall to hear Nikki
Giovanni
speak
on
Wednesday evening. I am
positive that everyone there
went home satisfied. She was
charismatic and charming,
entertaining and demanding.
She read her poems with a
passionate and powerful
voice-a voice that moved the
audience. The audience was
captivated; I didn't want to
leave even to go to the bath
room.
The evening opened with
the African American nation
al anthem, which was incred
ibly and touching. I had never
heard it before, but apparent
ly many of the people in the
room had, because they sang
along with the lead singer.
People of all ages and colors
were in the audience, and not
just UOP students and faculty
showed up. Many people
from the Stockton community
came to hear her impressive
ideas, beautiful poetry, and
entertaining stories. She was
an inspiration to all.
The reception which fol
lowed her speech boasted
dining hall cookies and
orange juice. There was a sep
arate room where her books
were being sold, and she had
ner own table for signings. I
nrst waited in line to buy her
®°oks, then waited in a longer
ne to get them signed. As I
waited I heard many people

Do you think hazing goes on on campus?
"I don't believe
that hazing is
prevalent in our
school."
Trevor Hardcastle
Sophomore
"Not that I know
of or have
experienced."
Nikki Giovanni, poet and essayist, spoke at Pacific on Feb. 17.

say to Giovanni, "You are and kept asking questions. 1
wonderful, such an inspira was appalled, because it is so
tion. I am also a poet." She rare that we have such an
replies, "Oh, really. How amazing writer visit Stockton.
many books have you pub- We should be polite to artists
lished?"
"None,
yet," replies the "We should trSf
polite tO
return in the future.
poet-admirer. This
dialogue amuses
artists who
Giovanni was
me, because we are , •
uriD «-,« honest and openvisitUOP so Cilndld ln her ^t.
all poets, aren't we?
How dare we put that they will ry and demeanor.
ourselves on her
return."
UOP should get
more speakers like
level.
After everyone got their Giovanni to visit the campus,
books signed and the building because she pulled our com
was cleared, Giovanni was munity and our university
interviewed by a group of together. She also gave us the
reporters. I heard her say to unique experience of learning
them that it was getting late about her culture and back
and she was ready to leave (I ground. People like Giovanni
don't blame her after three provide us with the courage
hours of book signing) but the and knowledge to become
rude reporters ignored her better people.

1998
1999

C e l e b r a t i n g

TIG

9 0

y e a r s o f s e r v i c e

Started as The Tiger" in 1908 our
student staff has been providing
news, sports, opinion and
entertainment to the Pacific
community for over 90 years.
Today we provide that and more.
Here is to another 90 years.
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Beth Castles
Senior
7 don't think
anything that is
serious enough to
be called "hazing"
actually goes on at
UOP. At least
nothing to be
concerned about."

"Hazing doesn't
happen (or at least
shouldn't) in the
sororities, but as
far as fraternities
go, it's up for
speculation."

Adam Bute
Sophomore

i
13 1

\l
[1

.

||

i'
]

I

Sarah de la Motte
Junior
"Yeah it goes on,
but it takes
different forms. I
think that there
are subtle forms of
it."
Tim Bryan

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 6.
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Charter schools vs. public schools

real
diversity
problem

JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer
America's public school sys
tem has been feeling the pres
sure of new and developing
charter schools throughout the
country. Currently there are
1,100 charter schools in the
nation in 26 states. President
Clinton's goal for charter
schools is to establish 3,000 by
the year 2002.
School districts all across
America have begun to com
pete with charter schools.
These school districts have
begun to re-evaluate their pro
grams and make any neces
sary changes to retain and
attract students. Some public
schools have offered more
before-and after-school pro
grams to keep students
involved and interested in
school. Other schooi districts
have changed their education
al approach to a more tradi
tional style of learning.
Public schools are also in
competition with charter
schools for money since they
are also funded by tax-payers.
Teachers, parents, and other
community groups sponsor

BY LJA DEAN
Yale Daily News
(U-WIRE)
NEW
HAVEN, Conn, — Mv
lunch table is a Yale
Admissions catalog wait
ing to happen. We're the
perfect photo op for Dean
Rick Shaw and his recruit
ing team.
First, we're undeniably
the best-looking lunch
table at Yale.
But (attractive) appear
ances aside, there's anothto

and run these schools.
Charter schools are mostly
known for their creative, alter
native, but effective education
al programs. Because teachers
involved with the charter
schools are not part of any
unions, they do not have to fol
low any rules or regulations set

by the school district. Charter
schools have become so popu
lar that charter high schools
and charter pre-schools have
been established.
The competition between
the public school system and
the charter schools is beneficial.
By reevaluating and question

The Weekly Rant

Oregon's edge
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer

because most states (like
Michigan) still oppose assist
ed suicide and call it murder.
Last year in Oregon, 15 That is the problem Dr.
people chose to end their lives Keyorkian has had in the past,
using the assisted suicide law and continues to have. Maybe
that was voted in by Oregon he should move to Oregon,
voters in November of 1997. where there are some logical
There is no evidence that the lawmakers.
law is being misused, as many
Why is.it that anytime some
critics of the law predicted.
state or individual does some
. The fact is, out of the .15 thing controversial, people
people who chose to end their come out of the woodworks
lives, 13 had cancer; and one to daiiq.it is evil and will fail?
other had lung disease. The There is usually no founda
average age was 69.
tion for these claims, other
These facts are all substan than that the person or per
tial and credible, yet the arch sons making the claims dis
bishop still claims that agrees. This is all right, it is
Oregon is devaluing human healthy to disagree, but you
life. I am sure it shows much shouldn t
automatically
more value for life to let some assume that just, because you
one die in pain than to help have a certain view, it is the
them and release them from only correct view.
agony.
>. ? .€•&*%
- This was once Rnowrt as -a;
Oregon is ahead of its time,

Set Rant, page 9

ing the effectiveness of the pub
lic school system, the educa
tional programs will improve.
With new trends in education technical, alternative, private,
religious, public schools can
only hope to improve their rep
utation and their quality of
education.

us, you'd
a pretty
sort of.
our

Committed to Community
Inquiry and Social Justice in Education

A I V E H S H \ of
\ N I It W M M (>
Taahm Edacuimi

Become a Teacher

Master of Arts in Teaching
Single or Multiple Subjects Credentials
CLAD/ BCIAD Emphasis

Information Meeting
WAusoUy -Month3,1999 - 4.-00 RM.

Room 119 • Education Building
2390 Turk Street
'

' Accepting Applications for FaH 1999
Tittial Scholarships provided for all Credential
Candidates. • Other Financial Supporr Available

ftleanet^aee

Call (415) ttliitl

2130 Fahon Street, San Frantiste, CA 94117-1071
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Diversity-

continued from page 8
ent (ethnically diverse), talk
differently (geographically
diverse), and think differ
ently (diversity of academic
interests).
But there is also one thing
we almost all share, and it's
not our "intellectual curiosi
ty."With few exceptions,
we're all rich.
All right, it's not as if we
hit Fifth Avenue every
Friday before heading off
for a long weekend in
Florence. No one's driving
the Jag up Science
Hill to avoid muddying
the new Ferragamos.
But those lunch table resi
dents who have serious
financial worries (and blow
ing $200 betting against
UConn doesn't count) are
definitely the exception.
It's possible that I simply
have self-selected my meal
companions, and that com
ing from an upper-middle
class background myself, I
tend to feel more comfort
able around people with
similar experiences.
But while there may be
some validity to the selfsegregation theory, Yale's
own demographic numbers
suggest that my set of
friends are more the rule

Rant

Continued from page 8
progressive country, and in
some ways it still is. However,
we need to continue being pro
gressive, without regard for
what others may think. These
are the individualist notions

than
the
exception.
According to a recent article
in the Yale Daily News, 22 to
25 percent of Yale under
graduates are from low- to
middle-income families —
families that make less than
$60,000 a year.
The flip side, of course, is
that three of every four Yale
students come from the
upper class. Does that seem
like diversity to you?
We can comfort ourselves
with our strong perfor
mance relative to some peer
institutions. At Princeton
University, as many as 85
percent of undergraduates
come from well-off families
— and that's after Princeton
launched a massive new
financial aid program to
address this very problem.
Maybe you don't think
economic diversity is such
an important priority. But
there's no reason that the
benefits of ethnic, sexual
and geographic diversity —
new approaches and per
spectives based on different
life experiences, the expo
sure
to
cultures
and
lifestyles that are not your
own, and the creation of a
microcosm of the world at
Yale — are not equally
applicable to a student's
socio-economic
back
ground.
which once made this country
great. However, if we do place
more emphasis on what oth
ers think, and less on doing
what we feel is right, we will
become no more than pawns
in chess. And pawns are
always the first to go.

• «- at;
Now Serving in Lincoln Center

since lOVh

putStanding San Francisco Italian
Continental Cuisine
Charbroiled Steaks, Fresh Fish &
Seafood, Veal, Chicken & Pasta
Dishes Plus Sauteed Delights
Daily Specials • Cocktail Lounge
Plenty of Parking

LUNCH Mon. S a t . f r o m 11:00 AM DINNER
7 days a week

236 Lincoln Center • 951-2980 Bfl
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'Don't blame me' has
become public slogan
JOHN FRIERSON
Daily Misslssippian
(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss.
— Last week was a big week
for being on a jury in America.
In Brooklyn, New York, after
six days of deliberations, a jury
found 15 of 25 gun makers
guilt}' of negligence. Across the
country in San Francisco, a jury
awarded a former three-packa-day smoker $50 million in
punitive damages; this came a
day after the jury ordered the
tobacco company
Philip
Morris to pay $15 million in
compensatory damages.
These are two cases where
personal responsibility was
just thrown out tire window.
Smoking is a terrible thing
to do to your body, everyone
knows that, but does that
mean Brat only tire producer is
responsible? The woman who
received the $51.5 million
alleges that tire tobacco compa
ny hooked her on cigarettes.
I'm sorry that this woman Is
sick, like a lot of other people
who have snroked for a long
time, but should the tobacco
company be held accountable
for something you do for oyer
30 years?
In an even more upsetting
settlement, the jury in

Brooklyn awarded more than
$500,000 to the one surviving
plaintiff in thetr suit against
gun makers. While $500,000
isn't really a lot of money in
today's massive settlement
world, it sets a dangerous
precedent for the future. The
Brooklyn case was tire first
time that families of shooting
victims had charged manuf ac
turers as at least partially
responsible.
The trial of Hamilton vs.
Accu-tek canre about because
Hamilton's son was killed
with an illegal handgun sold
to him ill New York by a man
who brought tire guns in from
another state. Plaintiffs cited
statistics showing drat 90 per
cent of handguns used in
crimes in New York state came
from outside dre state.
The really weird thing is
drat 1 have never smoked a
cigarette and 1 loathe guns, yet
I'm writing on behalf of the
bad guys. I'm not on their side
in terms of what they do or the
products they sell, I'm more
on dre side that says that we
have become a society where
nobody is responsible for any
thing, and enough is enough.
Thanks to lawyers and psy
chiatrists we have moved
from the land of the free to dre

land where you can't Hame it
car me. Ask a woman at work
for a date, and ifs sexual
harassment. Can't get a job.
it's discrimination.
Smoked three packs a day?
Don't blame yourself because
it was the tobacco company's
fault. How could you knowthat sucking snroke into your
luirgs for what adds up to
around two uninterrupted
hours a day could be bad for
you. Who would think that?
By that logic I could buy a
box of the Girl Scout cookies
that are being sold in dre
Union, eat thenr and then sue
the Girl Scouts of America
when 1 got a cavity, hell I
might be able to sue the uni
versity as well for allowing the
cookies to be sold on campus.
After all the cookies were so
good that 1 had to keep eating
them. Sounds pretty stupid,
but the argument follows dre
same blueprint of those suing
the tobacco companies.
1 would love for some poor,
miserable, unemployed tobac
co addict to stand up and pro
fess to the world: "It's all my
fault. Every good thing that I
have ever had in my life1 have
wasted away and only I'm to
blame." Wouldn't that be
refreshing.

Come spend
ome fun evenings
at RED LOBSTER.
Wednesday nights, join
in on our KARAOKE.
(from 8pm to 12am)
Red Lobster
2283 W. March In
Stockton Ca. (473-2420)
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Mike Stawicki, on top of the Summit

LARA ZAMANSKY
Calendar Editor
HE PACIFICAN
St. Joseph's Medical
Center Auxiliary recently
presented Seiiior Vice
'resident Lawrence Philip
with more than $80,000 in
donations raised in 1998.
Most of the donated
funds will support the
purchase of a new state of
he art linear accelerator
lor St. Joseph's Sister
Mary Pia regional Cancer
Center.
Since
1956,
the
Auxiliary has donated
over $2.1 million to St.
oseph's Medical Center,
Of equal importance to
dollars donated is the
reartfelt service, the
Auxiliary provides ser
vice to patients, families,
and staff.
In 1998, the Auxiliary
served over 6500 cups of
coffee to visitors; deliv
ered nearly 3000 flowers
to patients and employ
ees; delivered over 7000
newspapers,
provided
surgery information to
over
2500
families
delighted nearly 700 chil
dren in Pediatrics with
hand-made teddy bears
gifted over 500 open-heart
surgery patients with
handmade "heart pil
lows;" sent 48 newborns
home
in
big
rec!
Christmas stockings, and
made over 3800 trips
transporting patients
In 1998. St. Joseph'
Auxiliary
members
served 31,251 voluntee
hours
and
Junior
Auxiliary
members
served 5,388 volunteer
hours.
St. Joseph's Medica
center, founded in 1899, ts
an acute care community
hospital specializing
heart, cancer, respiratory
and emergency services.

Are you hungry but not
sure of one of the best places to
eat here on the UOP campus?
Well, luck has your name on it
because one of the campus
dining halls is right in the mid
dle of the McCaffrey Center
where all the fun is everyday!
The Summit is up two flights
of stairs and right above the
UOP bookstore. Open the
Summit doors and you will
find a delicious variety of food
and friendly faces.
One of those friendly peo
ple is always running around
in a nice shirt and tie willing to
help out whenever he can.
Mike Stawicki is the Food
Service Manager of the
Summit. He has worked here

«
r
.•
]^ m c f
at UOP since July of 1997 and charge of creating and adding
for the Food Service Company new items on the menu for
Sodexo Marriott for ten years. both the Summit and the
R e d w o o d
He has always
Room.
Many
had an interest
students
do
not
in the food ser
know
too
much
vice business.
about
the
Stawicki gradu
R
e
d
w
o
o
d
ated
from
Room.
It
is
locat
N o r t h e r n
ed in the back of
A r i z o n a
the Summit and
University
anyone
with
majoring
in
Bonus
or
H o t e l
Express
is
wel
Restaurant
come to dine
Management.
—
. ,.
during
meal
S t a w i c k i M i k e Stawicki
time.
enjoys the environment of the
Stawicki feels that working
Summit as it creates a pleasant
atmosphere for the students, in a university dining hall is
faculty and employees. Some the same as restaurant manag
of Stawicki's responsibilities ing, but with one big chal
as manager include supervis lenge. The customers that go
ing the staff. He is also in out to eat usually vary, but

n
m o f c wwho
n n go
o n to the
customers
Summit are the same every
day. "It is hard to keep things
exciting!" It is always a nice
surprise for students when a
new item appears on the
menu.
Ten years from now,
Stawicki would like to start his
own business in the consulting
industry, or own a restaurant.
His restaurant would be "...
family style with a wide vari
ety of food."
For now, the Summit is his
home and he describes it as" a
place for students to eat and
learn." Stawicki welcomes
any input or suggestions from
students or faculty about how
he can improve the Summit.
What are you waiting for,
climb up those stairs and enjoy
your meal at the Summit!

Careers fair develops opportunity
SCOTT SHAPIRO
Guest Writer
On February 16 the
Career and
Internship
Center held its second
annual
Career
and
Internship Fair. Although
slightly hampered by the
weather, it was an excellent
opportunity for employers
and students to network
and recruit.
Matt Winters, a senior
business student, said "I
think that there are a lot of
good services represented
that can get your name out Computer Science students gather around Lawrence Livermore
there, and there are some
good companies here". Will ration of Pacific students. interview". Marci Kelly of
Livermore
Robinson, a senior studying Karen Luce of Prudential Lawrence
information
systems, Securities said, "(the stu Laboratories said, " I've
agreed with Winters by say dents) seem to be very well been excited for a lot of peo
ing, "I've found quite a few qualified and prepared and ple that I've talked to
opportunities. I've been have knowledge of the posi today".
A
Career
Center
here about an hour and I've tion that we're hiring for as
found at least seven or eight well as the company, which spokesperson said that part
companies that I would be is impressive". It was also a of the success of the fair was
interested in working for".
productive day for Mark attributed to the orientation
The students were not the Mayes
of
Providence process that students were
only winners here. The Communications. He said, required
to
attend.
employers seemed very "I have had about a dozen "Students were very well
impressed with the prepa- resumes of people that I will prepared for the employers

National Labs displayand that is one of the things
employers look for
potential employees an
will keep them recruiting
Pacific students." He c°
tinued," We would also hK
to thank the volunteers tfi
assisted with set up, c
up, and hospitality o^ er
course of the day as well a
all of the student^J
employers who atten e •
The Fair was just a par
See Career, p<>9e
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ifelong Learning offers revolutionary classes
yD SWAN SON
[uest Writer

•

[

jw0 courses
offered
ough Lifelong Learning
revolutionize the skills
..dents and graduates need
j be successful in business.
Strong writing ability is
> of the most valued skills
, the business marketplace,
dive Business Writing",

a course offered on Saturday,
February 27 and Saturday,
February 28 from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. will help people
looking to develop their
skills.
It may help give your
career a jump-start and create
opportunity.
The course offers a brief
survey of what you need to
know to produce outstand-

ing professional letters,
memos, proposals, and
reports. Examples will be
drawn from sources directly
related to the business envi
ronment.
Cost for this one extended
(elective) unit class is $85.
Proficient writers should
consider
"Spanish
for
Business" offered Saturdays
March 6 and 13 from 8:00

a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Sunday
March 7 from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. and Sunday, March
14, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
"Spanish for Business" is
designed as a practical course
in basic Spanish language
and culture. Regardless of
the student's level of profi
ciency in the Spanish lan
guage, a person can learn
from this course.

To submit items for
Greek Life, contact
Randi at 946-2115.

Greek Life

fP Z A A
i ¥Z
Z
til
^ r Delta Delta Delta
the the good work. Don't ¥
Our pledges just cele forget to come to our sec
brated their one month ond annual Boogie Nights.
birthday, and now there is For those of you who A
only a few weeks left attended last year, you E
is |£ before initiation. We wish know how it goes. For T
all the students the best of those of you who didn't, Z
ai luck on mid terms. Lastly, we promise you will not P
as the ladies of Delta Delta be dissapointed. So take
- Delta would like to thank out your parents' 70's and 0
R the gentleman of Pi Kappa 80's clothes. Get your shirt
ii E Alpha for a wonderful and because supply is limited. o
it fun exchange last Friday, it We hope to see you there. N
Phi Delta Theta
« was a blast!
M
The men of Phi Delta
Delta Gamma
The ladies of Delta Theta would like to con A
8 Gamma would like to gratulate our new pledges. K
P say... OUR SENIORS We are confident and
I ROCK!! We love you and hopeful that these men o
j hope that your last semes- will add exceptional quali E
y ter here is the best!
ty and leadership to our
f r a t e r n i t y . A
Omega Phi Alpha

z

43 YEARS of QUALITY
-NuHgft"
ntyornia

Marinated Carved from the Bone

I torn the Kam.li

Congratulations are also in
order to the two Phis that
did a commendable per
formance in "A Mid
Summer's Night Dream."
We want to wish everyone
good luck with classes and
mid terms.
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Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet granola of com and grains...
The old fashioned way.
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
* Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada (grilled steak)
•Carnitas (roast pork)

resh

^ESH

We accept ATM & major credit cards

•

NATURAL

•

Rotisserie Chicken
with Freah Hertn

Career-

Continued from page 10
the services that the Career
and
Internship Center
offers. On-campus recruit-

ing is already underway
and there will be an educa
tor employment fair on
March 11.

Barbequcd Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich

PacificStateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

BLT Sandwich
Hand cur Apple
Smoked Bacon

N»w Strrittf
Freah Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
New Strvimf

Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altaville

Columbia
Stockton

NO LARD

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://www.pacificsiatcbank.com
pacstate®1aol.com

_
Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
SoOl Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane) |
». n

l°»

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

STOCKTON'S ONLY
Drive Thru Espresso
featuring:

The new C&I Center provides job assistance in finding a career.

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month

SAN FELIPI
GRILL

to

San FraathaA Rot Hamburger
Wc use 100*« ground Iresh chuck
The livestock is led the purest
natural feeds without the use ol
growth hormones or antibiotics

Q

The men of Omega
; w-ould like to congratulate
A our new pledges. We feel
v }'°u have made the right
choice in your tenure here
at L'Op. The Brothers feel
_ We are a rare mix of quan' % and quality. Keep up

fFncs/i

Breast of Chicken Sandwich

n

r

The cost for this two
extended education (elective)
unit is $210 and includes one
lunch.
For a more complete list
ing of Lifelong Learning
classes, pick up a Lifelong
Learning course catalog at
the Registrar's Office of
McConchie Hall. For more
information call Lifelong
Learning at (209) 946-2424.

Member
FDIC

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM. VISA. ftme &

METRO.
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Back to
the 80's

Classifieds

THE PACIFICAN

Did you love the movie The
Wedding Singer? Did you
always want to be Madonna?
If you did, or even if you can
remember the 198ffs at all, be
at Grace Covell Dining Hall
February 27 for the Flashback
80^s Jam hosted by the Pacific
Live Club. The event is being
sponsored by Crossroads
Prevention Program and
ASUOP.
A live DJ will play all of
your favorite 80's sounds and
there will be a dance contest
with cash prizes.
Come
dressed in threads from just a
decade ago and win!
Free food and mocktails will
be available. Doors open at 9
p.m. and the music won't quit
until 1 a.m.
So do as Prince said, and
"Party like it's 1999" at the
Flashback 80's Jam.

For Rent
room, laundry roon7$300/montr^n^V^at^Ss

1982-1701.

Help Wanted

mm

Earn extra cash!!! Make your own hours!! Responsible students to market/manage Citibank promotionson^mfn?
Free giveaways! Earn $400+/week. Call Cindy at 1-800-950-8472.
Summer Management Positions Now hiring high-achieving students for managerial position, which through training
support, effort & integrity results in personal & professional growth. Avg. earnings $9200. www.varsitystudent.com 1
800-295-9675.
Part time accounting major needed for a nationally recognized company. Somewhat flexible in hours. Needs to be tak
higher division courses. $6.50/hr. Call Elvera (209) 952-4333.

mg

Travel
Be flexible... Europe $448 r/t plus taxes. Travel anytime in 1999! Hawaii $119 o/w. Mexico/Caribbean $189 r/t plus
taxes. Cheap fares world wide!!! Call: 800-834-9192 www.airhitch.org
GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE! Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica $250 round trip. Hawaii $119 one way. Europe $19
c^eaP- Book tickets online www.airhitch.com or (800) 575-TECH.

AA4* AAA ^AAA^ AAA

AAA^ AAA P A A A y AAA <1

AAA

C on gralula lions to our newest members
M onica Cliavei?
Jill Francis
Kristina Hayden
Jami Hirsli
Marie Hokks
Skannon Joknson
Sara Kostelecky
Jessica Lindevald
Laurel Moras

Julie Noriega
Sadkana Patel
Janis Rowe
Erica Stepkens
Jenny Stratton
Katky Tran
Lori Wood
Ckristina DiGrande

We Love You!
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Thursday
tbruary 25, 1999

Chi Alpha Christian
Sunday
Fellowship
February 28, 1999
8:00 pm
all are welcome!
call Tim Smith at 477- 4347 Black History Month
Closing Celebration
for more information
Z-Building East
4:00 - 7:00 pm
Bechtel Center

,omeit's basketball
Boise State
)pm
1946-2UOP for tickets
IOS Center

mitii

Saturday
February 27, 1999

Friday
ibruary 26, 1999

Women's basketball
with CSU Long Beach
7:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Spanos Center

. iservatory of Music
rith Professor Frank
15
>pm
: Spanos Concert

"A Midsummer Night's
Dream"
8:00 pm
call 946-2UOP for tickets
Long Theatre

I Midsummer Night's
earn"
Ipm
111 946-2UOP for tickets
ng Theatre

Wind Ensemble with UC
Berkeley Concert Band
3:00 pm
Faye Spanos Concert
Hall

"A Midsummer Night's
Dream"
5:00 pm
First Church of Christ
call 946-2UOP for tickets
"God Knows" lecture by Long Theatre
Julio Rivas
12:00- 12:30 pm
Tuesday
Cable Channel 30 in
March 2, 1999
Stockton and Channel
3 in Lodi
Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Catholic Mass
9:30 am
Bible Study
Morris Chapel Services
7:00 pm
South West Dormitory
Ecumenciat Service
Lobby
11:00 am
Morris Chapel Services
Wednesday

March 3, 1999

University Symphonic

THE PACIHCAN
EBRUARY 25, 1999
PAGE 13

Folk Dance and Swing
7:30 - 9:30 pm
call 847-4439 for more
information
South Campus Gym

To submit
events to The
Pacifican

Calendar, con
tact Lara via
e-mail, calendar@thepacifican.com or call
her at 946-2115.

GEORGE BENSCH, M.D. INC.
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Touching
Message

Top Ten Wcm
Clinton Will
Celebrate His
Acquittal

LINDSAY CRIMES
Staff Writer

Warner Brothers' latest
release arrived Valentine's
Day weekend in the form of
"Message In A Bottle." The
movie,
starring
Kevin
Costner, Robin Wright Penn,
and Paul Newman, is based
on the best-selling novel of the
same name by Nicholas
Sparks. On my way to the the
ater I wasn't quite sure what
to expect from this film that
was hailed as one of the
"greatest Valentine's Day
movies ever" by critics prior
to it's release. After all, in
plainest truth, Kevin Costner,
while proving himself endear
ing enough in recent films
(i.e., Tin Cup) has not deliv
ered a solid acting perfor
mance since "Dances With
Wolves," which garnered
seven Academy Awards in
1991. However, the romance,
critical literary acclaim, and
Paul Newman were enough to
draw me to the Saturday mati
nee and, quite frankly, I
thought the film was wonder
ful.
The performance delivered
by Costner of sailboat builder
Garret Blake was convincing
and touching. As I watched
him deal with the loss of his
wife, Catherine, I felt his pain,
his love. Robin Wright Penn
was phenomenal in her
appearance
as
Theresa
Osborne, the woman who dis
covers the heart-wrenching
message in a bottle and sets
out to find it's author. Her
portrayal was sharply accu
rate and subtle rather than
contrived. At moments in the
latter part of the film her offer
ing was unquestionably gutwrenching, and though I do
admit to being a hopeless
romantic, I was still impressed
by her ability to move me to
tears. Paul Newman, as well,
was no disappointment. He
delivered a brilliant perfor
mance as the elder Blake - one
See Message, page 15

c

10) Appear on
"Change of Heart"
with Hillary
9) Promote
education...revitalize
the economy...sleep
with an intern..
The show was in the stands.as well as on the court. Did C. Colton see this? Some pumped up
UOP fans busted out their Tiger spirit at last Saturday's men's basketball game against UC Irvine.

Pop princess turns soul queen

LL/DAILA 1/UAFLU
IKRAM
KHASIM
Staff Writer

Title: The Early Years
Artist: Aretha Franklin
Label: Columbia/Legacy
Rating:
Before she was crowned the
Queen of Soul, Aretha Franklin
was poised to become the
Princess of Pop. Although
many of us recognize her as
the "natural woman" who
required a whole lot of
R.E.S.P.E.C.T.", we know
very little about her singing
career before she made it big
(no pun intended) with
Atlantic Records in the late
1960s. This compilation
encompasses her greatest per
formances in her early years,
from when she was signed on
by Columbia Records' John
Hammond in 1960 at the ten
der age of 19.
Part of the Legacy Records'
Rhythm & Soul series, "The
Early Years" highlights the time
period between 1963 to 1965,
when Aretha recorded six
albums
for
Columbia.
Influenced by her idols such as
Dinah Washington and Billie
Holiday, the compilation show

cases a woman in her 20s strug
gling to find her own voice in
the ghosts of her idols. This was
the unadulterated Aretha
Franklin, the passage of a shy
and demure princess on the
way to her throne.
Four of the songs come from
"Unforgettable", her 1964 trib
ute
album
to
Dinah
Washington. However, rather

stop your heart. (Incidentally,
Rhino/
Atlantic
recently
released a compilation of blues
tracks she recorded over the
years, titled "The Delta Meets
Detroit: Aretha's Blues")
Polished
arrangements,
heavy orchestration, and a gen
eral mood that wants to recall
the blues divas of the 40's and
50's, characterize the album.
But even though Aretha per
forms pop, blues, and jazz
standards previously record
ed by Dinah Washington and
Billie Holiday, her obvious
vocal talent overwhelms the
mold that was set for her.
Aretha was just too much for
the conservative label to han
dle. You would notice that in
these tracks, Aretha moves
along from one song to the
other, giving it all she has,
while at the same time
sounding as if she is barely
than merely imitate the style of breaking a sweat.
Washington, she displays her
For ardent fans who have
vocal range and stylistic varia tracked Aretha's career since
tions in hits such as 'This Bitter her early days, this is surely a
Earth", "Drinking Again", and collector's item. For those who
Evil Gal Blues". Especially in recently discovered the Queen,
tracks like "Nobody Knows "The Early Years" is the begin
The Way I Feel This Morning", ning of a prolific musical biog
Aretha gives an interpretation raphy that doesn't seem to be
of the traditional blues sure to coming to an end.

8) Take Jocelyn Elder':
advice
7) Send a bottle of
champagne to the
democrats in Congres
and book them a nig
in the Lincoln bedroo
6) Did somebody say
McDonalds?
S) To show he isn't
gloating\ he'll wear hi
pants at half mast all
week
4) More air strikes on
struggling,
undeveloped nations
3) Hire some new
mute, illiterate interns

2) "Not have sexual
relations" with HiW
1) Finally get around
smoking tha^^J
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Depeche Mode,
The Singles 81-85'
CLAY KRIESE

The Tiger
(U-WIRE) CLEMSON, S.C.
_ The evolution of Depeche
Mode, from their humble
beginnings to the kings of '80s
synth-pop, was quite unex
pected considering that they
began as just three teenagers
with three guitars.
We immediately
hear
Martin Gore's fluffy formula,
with pop ditties like "See You"
and "The Meaning of Love"
(both written when he was
only 16), but then he devel
oped his
darker,
introverted
side, which
later domi
nated the
rest
of
Mode's
career, with
moody
pieces
which first
surfaces in
the dirgel i k e ,
"Leave In
Silence," ("I can't stand this
emotional violence"). It is certail1ty an odd choice for a sin
gle, but solid nonetheless.
Gore later went on to
address more social concerns
as 83 rolled by, expressing crit
icism of Adam Smithian eco
nomics
in
"Everything
ounts" ("The grabbing
^nds grab all they can, all for
memselves").
Tes, Depeche Mode can be
nailed as an early industrial
• and considering the analogue
V<nds that come from both
rhythmic and random
bating 0f pipes, bars, chains

and other various metal
objects.
All of these grand factors
(progressive sound samples,
insightful lyrics and catchy
melodies)
converge
on
"People Are People," a stand
out track with an egalitarian
theme criticizing irrational
hatred and later becoming an
international breakthrough for
the band and establishing a
devoted following in the
States.
And the rest was history. In
five short years Depeche
Mode, became the synth-pop
superstars,
influencing
hundreds
of bands in
their wake.
They even
helped end
the Cold
War, con
sidering
their popu
larity
in
eastern
Europe.
Much of
this
was
due to the superior material
that they produced during the
latter half of the decade (nicely
chronicled on Singles 86-98),
but this compilation is still
essential to anyone who's ever
had a passing interest in the
band or '80s pop music in gen
eral.
Even more dedicated DM
fans, who recognize all the
track titles, might want to pick
this up, since the formerly rare
Some Bizarre version of
"Photographic" is much more
developed than the original
and worth the price of admis
sion alone.

A&E WEB NAVIGATOR
'•JRAM KHASIM
Writer
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HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

Miguels', 951-1931
Location: 7555 PacificAve.
Hours: 10-9 Mon-Sat, 8-8
Sun,
Yeah! They're back! !
After having been closed
for a little over a year due to
an electrical fire in the
adjoining building, Miguel's
has finally reopened. In the
year they have been gone I
have craved their chicken
quesadillas and their com
fortable laid back atmos
phere many times.
To come back home to
Miguel's, so to speak, I
brought a friend who missed
the restaurant as much as I
did. We were seated prompt
ly and given chips and salsa.
Our food came minutes after
ordering it- the kind of ser

Message_
Continued from page 14

fitting of a man who received
an honorary Academy Award
created solely in tribute to
his achievements. His talent
shows itself in full force in
'Message', and his charm is
still quite stirring. Look, also,
for the forceful and priceless
supporting
performances
delivered by John Savage
(The Thin Red Line), llleana
Douglas (Hacks), and Robbie
Coltrane (NBC's Alice In
Wonderland).
The cinematography in
this Luis Mandoki directed
film is impeccable in its
detail,
personality, and
charm. The script calls for the
creation of and rotation
between
Garret
and
Theresa's two utterly differ
ent worlds: Chicago and a
•Model open <Wy
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.
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'Park • lite setting
•Fireplaces
•PookSpe

vice we had grown familiar
with.
My friend ordered the
chicken enchilada lunch and
1, of course, had to try my
beloved chicken quesadilla
lunch that 1 have been pining
for since early 1998. Both are
a steal for $4.50. All the lunch
specials come with rice and
beans and a little side salad.
It was the perfect amount of
food for lunch, filling you
up, but not leaving you too
stuffed for the rest of the day.
It was the same good food
we had grown to love.
For those with a bigger
appetite you can try their
dinner specials that are
essentially the same, except
they come with your choice
of two of the following; que
sadilla, tamale, flautas,
enchilada,
burrito,
chimichanga, chile relleno,
taco, and tostada. This meal.

in any combination, is only
$6.55. 1 also recommend the
fajitas and the grilled chick
en salad. The pronto nachos
($3.20) are also my favorite
as an appetizer. Miguel's
serves breakfast on Sundays
and serves albondigas, a
Mexican meatball soup, on
Fridays.
For the next couple weeks
you might want to avoid the
main lunch and dinner
hours. They have been
swamped! Coming from
someone who has not only
been a big fan but also a
hostess and waitress for
Miguel's, it is so nice to be
back there with all the same
staff and regulars. If you
haven't tried it yet- or have
been missing them for a
year- please come in to this
one-of-a-kind family owned
restaurant and see what's it's
all about.

small coastal town in North
Carolina. The skill shown
here is in Mandoki's ability
to, aside from elicit wonder
ful acting, create a breathtak
ing and perfectly suited back
ground without stealing from
the characters. A job well
done!
Ultimately, however, the
highest credit is due to
author Nicholas Sparks and
screenwriter Gerald DiPego
for creating that which ulti
mately makes "Message In A
Bottle" brilliant: the story. I
won't spoil the ending for
you, but I will say that this
beautiful narrative of love

lost and found will touch
your heart, and should be
seen, if for nothing else, in
order to receive the beautiful
lesson of love and life deliv
ered at film's end.

Gregory Vietz
Owner

Y
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Miguel's is better than ever

'Unique 1,243

realm of Black music. Start your
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Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

<736 Grouse Run Owe*(I

K

Wfed: $2 Millers +
South Park
at 10:00 PM
Thurs: $1 Bud's

Party on the Weekends!!
(2091941-4272
1324 E Harding Way • Stockton. CA 652QS
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200 Cigarettes - R
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awbreaker - R
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The
Junior
Mint

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

Perhaps one of the most
archaic forms of battle
known to students are
"pen wars." There is no
greater feeling than the
charge one gets as you
mark someone else's face
up with a permanent
black marker making
them look like they have a
scar running down the
side
of
their
face.
However, until you wash
off the muck on your face,
no one takes anything you
say seriously.
What is up with
Powercat? Last week's
game against Fullerton the
mascot was acting...uh,
(first word that comes to
mind)...crazy! And I mean
crrrrazy with a capital C!
He was falling all over the
doing
wierd
floor,
Travolta-like moves with
his knees and*hips Hey,
our mascot is a tiger, not a
hyperactive,
neurotic
baboon. Boo-hiss to the
baboon in tiger's clothing,
A terrible travesty
occurred last week when I
went to Jack 'n the Box for
a late night milkshake. I
ordered an oreo shake, I
was given vanilla. Having
earned an earlier lesson, I
decided to go back and
return the shake. When I
tried to make the swap,
the manager told me I was
a liar and that if I were to
get a free milkshake, 1
should make up a better
argument than simply "it
was a goof." Ironic, eh?
After ten minutes, this
>ru-ha-ha came to a close.
was given my oreo
shake, he was going to
view his camera to see if 1
was, indeed, a "liar," and
a call was made to his cor
porate office reporting
this chumpstick of a man
ager. Good will win over
evil.

THE PACIFICAV

Horoscopes
(February 19 to March 20) Be
cooperative ifbbut mjjner concerns.
Income sh^jd b£~gaocP£nd career
efforts mqlg
You have
extra energy but iau*t avoid being
pushy or argllw^fativii.

Gemini

Libra

Taurus

21,toApril

(March
19) Someone
you dealjf^dWw^Jc is opinion
ated.
happy
times stilly
will meet
with rom^^infibd.uriions.
This
weekend, yriu
be in a rush.

Cancer

(May 21 tqJune^O) A friend's
jealousy
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* interests
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iut guard
against
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over the wi

(September 23. to October 22)
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Aries
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Aquarius
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Travel
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matter ma
You'll
alone wlfti a love
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20) A caree
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jjYou'U alsc

at home

Leo

June 21 to .July 22) You're
stumped for i wiiiie on the job, but
then a bnja|ttwmtgKronu's. Income
should be picking vtp row, but dur
ing the weekend, you must guard
against beingh&^yjliriSi loved ones.

Scorpio

July 23
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.
>'$
advantage
now, but*.
sociable.:
for a weeki

22) Business
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rkinghard
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ig plans
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You're ini
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Sagittarius

October 23 Ja November 21)
One convj
week frustrates yoy.
through,
leads to
:1 is a plus
right no'
from dating and
fterests.

s^ySeptember 22)
Self-insistent
erall this
affection
1're ready
matter

Capricorn

(November22 fo December 21)
You're sti
a festive
mood
ig good
times
ed ones.
There are5
11 be getting done
•kend.

(December ,22^o January 19)
You may py stuck bhyone work
problem^
week,
Developftt
finances
are favo:
are indicated at p:

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

Liza agreed to mary Adam.
Bo rejected the possibili
Jax eased Alexis' mind
After Kit's sordid past hit the ty that Hope could be about his conversation with
papers, Jack asked her if she Greta's mother. John called Helena. A.J. told Jason he
wanted to drop the rape Hope "Gina" while they planned to be declared
charges against Ryan. Gillian danced. Ali had a peace Michael's
legal
father.
blamed her breakup with offering for Mike. Later, Sonny encouraged Luke not
Ryan on David and Jake Mike's car skidded off an to give up on his marriage to
agreed to help her seek icy road.
Laura.
revenge.

l/UWlt££
North Stockton
JEWELRY & LOAN CO.
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Brad became increasingly
curious about Ashley's busi
ness in Spain. Meanwhile,
after tampering with Victor's
computer file, Jack acted to
use this to his advantage.
Nick realized Sharon's situa
tion with Cassie could be

There's a whole world

£
t.rT

474-7532
7203 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95207
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FREE Internet Book
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Toll-free Tech Support
lEAC
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30 Money Back Guarantee
www.inreach.com • 800-446-7322 - info#inreach.c
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Council Travel
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Stockton Civic Theater
Presents
Neil Simon's Comedy

RUMORS"
When New York's
Deputy Mayor
. celebrate his 1 Oth
anniversary, things don t g°
according to plan...

Feb, 19 - Mar. 6,1999
Directed by:
Richard Garvin

I -800-2Council

2312 Rose Marie Lane

www . c o u o c 1 1 1 r a v e l . c o m

(209) 473-2424

For reservations call
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Baseball

Mud soils outcome for Tigers Spring training
for the Tigers

Emily Davidson
Staff Writer

Stanford- Pacific's Lacrosse
team has played in mud before.
They are practically mud mas
ters after tackling Brookside
field in rain and hail for much
of their season. But nothing
could have prepared them for
the gruesome conditions they
faced on Sunday.
Stanford's field was already
battered from a rainy game
with Sonoma State University
on Saturday. When the Tigers
arrived, and things turned
from bad to worse. The mud
quickly coated players, buried
balls, and dampened dreams
leading to a Pacific loss of 7-3 to
the Cardinal.
Robbie Adams ran the field
for the majority of the battle,
visiting the sidelines only to
wash the turf off his face and
helmet. Adams is a sophomore,

Basketball_

Continued from page 20

just bring him off the bench,
and try and get him some
open looks.
"It's definitely been a
rollercoaster season," said
the 6-foot-2 guard from
Danville, Ca. "Right now, it's
coming toward die end and
we've got a lot of injuries.
We've just got to take it one
day at a time, keep fighting."
Senior Jason Williams con
tributed 15 points and Scott
Thomason added nine as the
Tigers shut down Titan leadjug scorer Ike Harmon, hold'ng him to eight points.
Mark Murphy led all Titans
with 15 points.
Donning their fiery, pupil-

playing his second year for
Pacific.
"I was kind of sluggish on
Sunday," said Adams. "My
shorts kept falling down
because once I fell down in the
mud they got sopping wet and
too heavy for the elastic. I was
out there thinking: 'God I hate
this mud.'"
The Pacific team is led by
head coach Andy Snaider who
is an alumni of UOP and of the
lacrosse team. Snaider was not
spared from the mud bath, his
coaching box was submerged
as well.
"We are used to the mud,"
said Snaider. "But this was
going overboard. You can't
adjust to conditions like these.
You have to just accept it as a
limiting variable for the game."
Senior Steve Cabral led the
Tigers with five shots out of the
16 total shots taken by UOP but
could not compete with

Stanford's
42
attempts.
Stanford's scoring was led by
Benton Williams.
"UOP got out there and
played really tough. They used
the mud to their advantage,"
said Williams. "They made it
tough for us to jump ahead to a
big lead."
Last time Pacific faced
Stanford, a brutal 22-0 loss
resulted due to the fact that
Stanford is a Division I team
and UOP is Division II, both at
the club level. The Tigers brave
ly accepted the loss on Sunday,
expressing pride at the level of
play than remorse.
"Our defense played mag
nificently," said Snaider. "Our
offense had moments of great
ness. We were a lot more
patient with the ball, but still
not patient enough."
For the full story, check The
Pacifican website afc
www.thepacifican.com

burning orange uniforms,
UOP hoped to close out the
home season with a victory
over UCI (5-19 overall, 1-13
BWC).
UC Irvine, normally the
doormats of the Big West's
West Division, played a
scrappy second half and
nearly gave the home team a
scare. With a 39-25 lead at the
10:28 mark, the Tigers had
UCI on the ropes. But a 9-0
run and Matt Willard's layup
cut it to 39-34.
With frontcourt players
Barry Marvel (hairline frac
ture in left foot) and Mike
Hahn (stress fracture, right
foot) lost for the season, and
Williams on the bench with
four fouls, 6-10 freshman
Ross Mills hit two huge

buckets.
Mills pulled up for a threepointer near the top of the
arc and drained it giving
Pacific a 44-37 lead. The
Oregonian transplant then
caught the Anteaters sleep
ing at the 5:42 mark with a
layup to push the Tiger lead
back into double-digits 4837.
UCI
freshman
Jerry
Green's jumper cut the lead
to just six (48-42) with only
3:48 to go.
But in the last home game
of his career, Thomason pro
vided a huge three-pointer
from the left corner (51-42)
that
would
dash
the
Anteaters' hopes. Preston's
bucket and one free throw
put the Tigers in cruise con
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Phoenix was the scene of
last week's Rawling's Spring
Training Tournament, and
the Tigers were in town to
take on Northwestern and
Kansas.
Game
one
with
Northwestern was a good
old fashioned barn-burner.
Junior catcher Bryce Terveen
ripped a two-out triple, and
scored on a wild throw in the
bottom of the ninth to give
the Tigers an 8-7 win over the
Wildcats.
The Tigers (8-5) next game
was just as exciting, but this
time it was the Kansas
Jayhawks who lost their lead
late. A seven run eighth
inning propelled the Tigers to
trol at the 1:47 mark up 5646.
"We came in here and
played our ass off," said '72
UOP grad and UCI head
coach Pat Douglass. Ben
Jones, who had been hot for
UCI lately, finished with
eight points.
Pacific's final two regular
season games are on the
road at East Division leader
Boise State (18-6 overall, 11-3
Big West) tonight at 6:30
p.m. and Saturday at Long
Beach State (11-14 overall, 87 Big West).
"We want to go into the
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an 8-6 victory. Joe LeBel was
brought in to pitch in the sev
enth and hurled two shutout
innings to earn his first win
of the season Still swinging
the stick well, Terveen
cranked a solo home run in
the first inning.
In the final game of the
weekend last Saturday, the
Tigers found themselves on
the bad end of a late-inning
rally. Playing the Wildcats
again, the Tigers ton? out to a
6-0 lead before yielding nine
runs over the final four
innings to lose 9-8. Taking 2-3
over the weekend, die Tigers
improve to 8-5 on the season.
Next up, a pair of doubleheaders with Portland at
Hebert Field diis weekend,
starting at 1 p.m. Saturday,
and 11 a.m. Sunday.
(Big West) Tournament on a
high note," Preston added.
"The last two games are
big," said Johnson. "We
want to get as a high a seed
as possible."
SIT DY IN

OXFORD
live with British
students in the very
center of Oxford
as an Associate
Student of a medieval
Oxford college.
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Preview: Women's Lacrosse

Facing the tough challenges

STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer
This season the women's
lacrosse team has showed a
lot of heart keeping the pro
gram together after losing
their coach and several impor
tant players.
The team is coached pri
marily by some of the return
ing players who were able to
recruit a good core of rookies
that will add some talent to
the team and make it an excit
ing year for the Tigers.
Pacific has a very young
squad and will look to the
older players to get some wins
this season. Sophomores
Desiree Forsberg and Gina
Rae Carranza will lead the
offense and carry a lot of
coaching
responsibilities.
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"We are really playing
well right now, things are
coming
together," said

Junior Suzanne Cole is back
after playing on the team her
freshman year and will add a
tremendous amount of talent
that is needed to fill for the
loss of a couple goal-scorers
that graduated last year.
The Tigers have a solid
defense returning which will
help them be a contender and
keep their games close.
Sophomore Jessica
Fillo
returns with more experience
for her second season. Juniors
Darla Sasaki and Bree Shroyer
look to be the leaders on the
field as they will be heavily
relied upon by many of the
younger players.
"We have some really good
athletes," said Carranza, "we
just need to start working
together as a team."
The team also got a good
Mendez. "The players are
really motivated, they have a
lot more confidence than
when we started. We are
fired up."

Intramural Update
Softball season is just around the comer. Entries are now
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group of rookies that will be a
big factor in the teams success.
Freshman goalie Ira Nelson
steps into the net entering her
first season and is maturing
quickly after only a few starts.
Senior Wendy Woolgar, who
just finished her soccer career
at Pacific is playing her first
year and will give the team a
lot of speed and athletic talent.
Pacific kicked off the season
by going down south to the
Santa Barbara Tournament
where they went 1-3, beating
Santa Clara 8-4. The Tigers
lost to Santa Cruz last
Saturday, but look to turn
things around as they travel to
Humboldt this weekend.
The Tigers play their home
opener on Saturday Mar. 6
against USF.
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year old junior who is 1-4 at
the No. 4 singles position.
"He won't take crap from
anybody," said Baumann. "He
plays a very aggressive style."
Larsson comes to the net a
lot and is proficient with his
forehand and backhand volley.
Not only does he play well in
singles, but also makes a good
doubles partner as well,
Baumann said.
"Everybody plays to win on
this team," said Larsson. "If it
wasn't like that, it would be
much harder for the guys who
wanted to win."
Team chemistry, according
to Baumann, has improved
since the arrival of Larsson
and Haug in January.
"Team chemistry is much
better this year and those two
guys definitely helped,"
added Baumann. "The team is
on the same wavelength now.
We all hate losing."
Both Haug and Larsson
seem to be adjusting well to
life at UOP despite the fact that
they have had a hard time get
ting around. Neither owns a
car.
"People here are very for
ward," said Larsson. "When
you're new, people really are
concerned with how you're
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Tigers drop two to
tough opponents
THE PACIFICAN
When you are the No. 13
ranked men's volleyball team
in the country your schedule
is hardly a light one.
Last Thursday the No. 13
ranked Tigers faced No. 5
Pepperdine (10-1) followed
by No. 11 Loyola Marymount
(4-5) on Saturday. Both
matches ended in defeat for
the Tigers.
Pacific and Pepperdine
battled throughout the game
in the 10-15, 15-9, 10-15, 9-15
finish.
Vladimir Andric led the
Tigers in kills with 25 and a
.333 hitting percentage.
Freshman Dan Hoefer and
junior Darrell Dilmore pro
vided 18 and 15 kills respec
tively. Dan Fisher led the way
in hitting percentages with a
.625 for die match.
Pacific finished with a total
attack percentage of .269 and
11 team blocks and a costlv 20
service errors.
The
strength
behind
Pepperdine rested in George
Roumain who smacked
down 47 kills and a .519 hit
doing."
Haug, quite content with
campus life, said he might
seem shy only because he is
somewhat reluctant to use his
English. However, both he and
Larsson speak fluently and are
easy to understand. Each has
studied at least seven years of

ting percentage. Scott VW
posted 22 kills for Pepperdi,Hand Chris Van Reusen had »
.357 hitting percentage
Pepperdine finished with
total hitting percentage of
.341 and 10 total team blocks
Loyola Marymount swi pt
the Tigers on Saturday in a 815, 13-15, 11-15 'ckfc •
Andric again led the Tigers
kills with 24 kills. Dilmon.
and Hoefer posted 18 and 14
kills respectively for Pacific
Dilmore also led in hitting
percentage with .552 fol
lowed by Andric with a .405.
The Tigers finished with a
.304 total attack percentage
and 18 total blocks. Loyola
Marymount's hitting was
dominated by Robert Schildts
with his .667 percentage. Tim
Fanner and Reid Priddy com
bined for 43 kills. Loyola
Marymount finished with a
total attack percentage of .142
and 10 team blocks.
The Tigers (4-5) return to
Spanos Center and host No.
11 USC on Friday at 7 p.m.
followed by No. 6 Long
Beach State on Saturday at 3
p.m.
English.
"Both of them," Baumann
pointed out, "academically are
going to boost the team
G.P.A." Baumann would alv>
like to beat the average GJ'Afor the UOP women's tennis
team, an academic AilAmerican team.
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nternational imports
nake immediate impact
wedish and German players join diverse tennis team
COLTON
xjrts Editor

omc an underground railad for foreign tennis players
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Offered two road Ioss-

Women's Basketball

Tigers clinch berth
into Big West
Tournament
JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer

University of the Pacific has

ently. German-born UOP
en's tennis coach Guido
luman is the conductor
sponsible for orchestrating
eir arrival.
This semester, there are two
tw imports, Niklas Larsson
Dm Sweden and Dietrich
aug from Germany. And
ley will challenge the incumtnt players for the top spots
i the team.
Dietrich,
affectionatley
i»wn as DiDi by his teamates, is a freshman and was
tst discovered by Baumann
I a tournament in Germany in
Member of 1997. Originally
aumann (not even the UOP
coach at the time), was
scouting current Tiger
iphomore Alexander Fiedler.
J'!er
noticing Haug's high
fling and watching him
ay, Baumann was thorough-
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Newcomer Dietrich Haug fires away with his backhand.
n't enroll until this spring. "We
recruited him to play in the top
part of the lineup and that's
where he's going to play right
now."
Haug's big forehand allows
him to punish opponents from
the baseline. He's consistent
with his groundstrokes and is
2-1 at the No. 3 singles slot for
the Tigers. He joins country
men Fiedler and Christian
Peintner as one of three
Germans on the roster.
"I think my backhand is a
weakness," said the modest, 5foot-10 Haug with a laugh.

At 22, he is older than most
freshmen yet was obligated to
fulfill a 13-month civilian ser
vice requirement at a hospital.
In Germany, a 10-month mili
tary or 13-month civil service
is required of its citizens, said
Haug.
Larsson, as Baumann says,
is a typical Swede, and is a 6foot-1, long-haired, soft-spo
ken young man with a dry
sense of humor. He transferred
to UOP from Coastal Georgia
Community
College
in
Brunswick, Ga. and is a 21-

See Tennis, page 18

es last weekend in SoCal. pride. He really doesn't need
Not surprisingly, Vladi the megaphone since he is
Andric played well. He already louder than the P.A.
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Testosterone overload
Men's tennis player Brian Well, I now have a new eSherwood is a hoops fan. He mail address and I'd love to
takes a megaphone to the hear from you. Even if you
games to yell out his Tiger liked my head shot or you
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For the first time all sea
son, the UOP women's
basketball team went on
the road and swept the
trip, beating Fullerton
State and UC Irvine.
The Tigers first stop was
in Fullerton, where they
beat the Titans like rented
mules 78-65. A quartet of
Tigers scored in double
figures, but for the first
time in 17 games, Selena
Ho wasn't one of them.
Fortunately, the Tigers
are plenty talented, and
looked this time to junior
Eden Palacio who erupted
for 16 points, seven
boards, four assists, and
three steals.
Senior Sarah Yarbrough
was on as well, recording
her third double-double of
the season with 14 points
and 10 boards.
Millie Kimpton (14) and
Martha Yarbrough (11)
round out the quartet of
double-digit scorers.

The Tigers next task was
to fend off UC Irvine, and
secure themselves a spot
in the Big West Tourney in
Reno.
With a solid 66-60 victo
ry over the Anteaters,
Pacific clinched at least
third place in the Big West
Western Division, a spot in
the tourney, and a winning
record in conference play.
Leading the charge were
freshman Dolinda Meeker
with 12 points, four
assists,
and
Sarah
Yarbrough
with
nine
points, 12 boards.
The Tigers close out the
regular season this week
end with huge games
against Boise State and
Long Beach State, the team
ahead of the Tigers in sec
ond place.
A pair of wins this
weekend would give the
Tigers their best-ever con
ference winning percent
age (.667), and secure a
No. 2 seed in tha tourney.
To do that they'll have to
beat second place LBSU.
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disagree with my sports
philosophies, fire them at me
at: sports@thepacifican.com
Closing smart-ass remark
If students got as excited
about athletics as they did
for introducing hair clippers
to my dome, lines full of stu
dents would form just to get
into UOP sporting events.
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pus) on Monday nights from II
p.m. to midnight.
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Big West foes get schooled at Spanos

Tigers clinch Big West Tournament spot over weekend
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Some nights a team can't
buy a three-point bucket with
exact change. Other nights
the treys get cashed in like
winning lottery tickets.
Pacific scored 34 points in
the paint in a 75-59 win over
Cal State Fullerton Thursday
night but went only l-of-12
from behind the three-point
arc. The Tigers (14-10 overall,
9-5 Big West Conference)
then deposited 9-of-20 threes
in a 61-51 downing of UC
Irvine last Saturday.
Freshmen carried the club
on Thursday, veterans got
more involved on Saturday.

"My guy would go up to tossed in 11 points and eight
help and I'd be wide open," boards while Nathan Davis
said 6-foot-9 freshman Mike played a superb game scor
Preston. The Omaha, Neb. ing eight points, pulling
native easily had his most down six rebounds, dishing
solid game offensively of the out six assists (with no
season against CSUF scoring turnovers) and swiping two
a career-high 17 points (5-for- steals.
6 free throws) in 19 minutes
Backcourt
mate
Clay
of action. Two baseline slams McKnight, slowed recently
in the first half had Preston by a nagging ankle injury,
slicing the Titans' defense scored only five points in 19
apart like a loaf of bread.
minutes off the bench.
"I Was really pleased with Freshman swingman Dan
Mike Preston's play," coach Masters (five points vs.
Thomason
said
after CSUF) started in his place.
Thursday's game. "He just
"(McKnight's) got a real
really established himself bad ankle," said Davis. "He's
inside and he's getting more still playing through a lot of
and more confident."
pain and so coach decided to
Fellow frosh Tim Johnson
See Basketball, page 17
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C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Dome buzz
Everybody is talkin'
going to tonight's wo
hoop game. But talk is
and so are UOP studer
500 students show up,
my hair is gone at hall
The biggest topic is wh
or not I should keep
chops. I'm thinking
length on those bad boy
Freshman Dan Masters
Halftime adjustment
UC Irvine guard h
Bennem made some hal
adjustments of his ow
Saturday. Pacific was u
^
Lamb played at the No. 5 19 at the half, but Be
singles spot pulling a win didn't decide to play toi
with 6-2, 6-1 over San Jose's defense or get open
Helen Van. Sanchez faced off jumpers. He concentrat*
with Kim London of the putting his shorts on the
Spartans to secure a win for way. Bennem played
the Tigers in the fourth posi entire first half with his
form shorts on backw
tion with results of 6-1, 6-0.
The
only indicator was
"I just tried to put the ball
the
letters
UCI and th
on the court," said Sanchez.
West logo were on the b
"My opponent started miss1
ing balls. I don't know if I his shorts instead of in
Chest bump this!
forced her to make mistakes
Since Barry Marvel
or if she just made the mis
for the rest of the hoop
takes by herself because she
son with a hairline fractd
was having a bad day."
his left foot, Earl Clark
Pacific was supposed to
partner for their famou
face Santa Clara on Saturday
ing chest bump- It's tinw
after the dedication of the Hal
Nelson Tennis Center but the these where I wish
suit up for the Oraiv
game canceled due to rain.
The "
match
resched- Black.
iuiui is to
iu be
uc xescne
Soft road trip
uled for sometime in April
r^i
__
r
Early season tourna'J
The Tigers will face two
for UOP softball usu
conference opponents this
not go well so why sjj
weekend at home, the
last weekend's UNLVC&
University of Nevada on
have been any different
Friday and UC Santa Barbara
losing
to unranked
on Sunday.
Marymount and

Pacific works home court advantage

EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

<
for upcoming conference
play. San Jose was swept
completely, not picking up a
Pacific's determination to single set for the day.
rise to the top has claimed San
Susanne Bertel led the team
Jose State University as their at the number one seat with a
most recent victim.
singles win over Liz Marpuri
Friday's
9-0
shutout (6-0, 6-2) and a doubles win
advanced the Tigers to a 4-4 with partner Diana D'Audney
season and a brighter outlook (8-0). Bertel has created a 5-3

Marceia Sanchez gives the San Jose Spartans a stZrt.

„

,

overall season at the one spot.
Bertel and D'Audney are led
by head coach Maria Mendez
who has focused all season on
improving doubles play to
apparently agreeable results.
"We made a few adjust
ments with our doubles,"
said Mendez. "We have Bertel
and D'Audney playing at No.
1 (doubles). They played a
great match on Friday, they
play very aggressive."
At the No. 2 spot for dou
bles is the dynamic duo of
Marcela Sanchez and Kendra
Lamb who were victorious
over Spartans Kim London
and Amy Bankston with a 8-3
match. It was the pair's first
win at the No. 2 spot. They
have a record of 1-1 overall.
—
Marcela and I upped the
Pi nf nnr rr->rv,r, ~
level
of our game a little 1_t«
bit
from what we have been
playing before," said Lamb.
"A big part of that was me
making first serves, it
allowed us to be aggressive.
It felt good, we were clickini

See Women's Tennis, page 18
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